Abstract
Introduction
As the wide use of web databases, web is speeding up to "deepen" [1] [2] . There are mass of pages on the Internet which are generated automatically by the back-end database, and current search engines cannot make indexes to these pages that make the information transparent to users and are called Deep Web. In reference [3] , deep web is defined as the content that cannot be searched by traditional search engines. Compared with the Surface Web, deep web contains much richer and "professional" (fix to a specific domain) information. In 2004, the UIUC made a relatively accurate evaluation to the whole deep web, and they suppose that there are 307,000 web sites which offer web database (WDB) and 450,000 web databases [3] . So, it has been a hot study-spot in database domain that to implement the retrieval and use of the information in web database.
In general, any Web database will provide one or more of the page that contains a query form in order to achieve the query to WDB, we call this Query Interface. Query interface is a major portal to web database's query, which contains the necessary attributes; in addition, the pages which query interface lies on also provide the important tips on the corresponding database. The rational use of the above attribute information and tips information are of great significance for achieving the web database's query, classification and integration. However, at present, there is no unified representation for the query interface of WDB, especially with the development of a variety of scripting techniques, Such as JavaScript, Ajax and dynamic web technology, the query interfaces' attributes have also shown a number of dynamic features(As shown in Figure  1 , in Taobao's query interface, the variations of class categories will cause changes in the relevant sub-categories)，which have led the query interface to present a variety of associated and constrained relations. All of this has presented new challenges for the expression, extraction and integration of the query interface.
Based on the above, combining the advantages of ontology in the formal description and automatic reasoning, association and so on, this paper proposes a method for Query Interface's expression and extraction about the dynamic query interface based on ontology, which can achieve the attribute and relationship in the query interface. First, the basic terminologies of the Peiguang LIN, Lin ZHAO query interface are defined, and then based on the above terms we give a generic expression method about the query interface; Finally, an automatic extraction method is given. Experimental results show that this method can achieve a good representation and extraction to the general and dynamic query interface. In addition, based on the ontology mapping method, this work also provides an important basis for further classification and integrated studies to the query interface.
Related Works
Related works with the query interface can be divided into two categories：Query Interface Integration and Extraction. Before these, the most basic work is to determine the representation of the query interface. Query interface is the gateway to access Web database [6] , it is the main way to get data from a Web database. Therefore, in the Web database research field, it occupies an extremely important position to research the query interface mode [7] , it is seen as a view established on the corresponding Web database. Generally speaking, each deep web query interface supports for a number of query attributes, and the pattern of query Interface is the collection of attributes related to this group of fields. Through the assignment to the attributes, it generats a query represented by the query interface to Web database query; Literature [8] presents a formal expression, which express the whole query interface as a triple, including a collection of the relevant information and attributes of the site where the query interface lives at, the relationship between query conditions formatted by the attributes. Another theory [9] is that the entrance of deep web is HTML forms, meta data of deep web is obtained only by filling a form, and the form can be seen as a collection on the set of (elements, domain), and the field of an element is a collection of values which are associated with the FORM elements. Some elements have a finite field, and its values have been embedded in web pages. There are a number of elements that has an infinite field, such as single-line text entry box. In theory, it can be a set of arbitrary strings; the latest research shows that [11] , the query interface is denoted through the combination of label and text/select/radio, for a query interface, we can define its interface mode: SI = (a 1 , a 2 , ..., a k ), where, a i is the property name, label is generally used to mark form components on its right or below. The attribute value which users specify or enter will serve as a query, so as to find records in the WDB meeting these constraints. Interface mode is relatively easy to be obtained, generally if they can find a form to obtain the value of label, you can deduce interface mode.
Figure 1. Example of Web Database
As Professor Meng Xiaofeng said, the different properties in the query interface have different expressions [10] , and these properties can usually be divided into Key words attribute, scope attribute and classification attribute. The query to the required information will be affected by the attributes' expressions, relationships and constraints in the query interface, and therefore we need to find a unified interface formality.
Based on the above, this paper proposes ontology-based representation of the query interface and integrates the web information ,form information, form field information and the relationships between them where the interface lies on, as well as the types and range of the form field; In addition, this paper makes the ontology as the description tools, so the information representation has good versatility.
Foundation of Ontology
In the field of computer science and information science, ontology is a "formalized, the clear and detailed explanation about the sharing the concept system" [4] . That is to say that the ontology is the formal representation of the concept of specific areas and the relationship between them. Common ontology elements include:
Individual (instance): the basis or "underlying" object. Class: sets, concepts or object type. Attribute: the possible attributes, characteristics, features, characteristics and parameters of the object (and class).
Relations: the way between classes and individuals related to each other. Terminology: In the declaration statement, a complex structure which can replace the particular relationship between the specific terms .
Constraint (limit): take formal mode of declaration, on the acceptance of a claim must be established as an input a description of the situation.
Rules: if-then (antecedent -the consequences of) the form of a statement-type statement used to describe a particular form can be the basis of an assertion that can be drawn by the logic .
Axiom: take a particular logical form of assertions (including rules included) is common to constitute its identity in the corresponding applications, which are described in the whole theory. This definition is different from generative grammar and "justice" which is described in formal magic. Among these disciplines, axioms only include those statements which are asserted as a prior knowledge. Here, "justice" includes the theory which is denoted on the declaration.
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Peiguang LIN, Lin ZHAO Event: Property or relationship changes. Based on the above description, we will use ontology to describe WDB query interface; use attributes to describe the properties of query interface; describe the relationship between the ontology and the interface with the ontology; descript the dynamic script relations on the interface attributes with constraints; And descript Interface attribute's range with Rule.
Representation of WDB Query Interface based on Ontology
Because the query interfaces are included in Form of the HTML pages, we divide the related information of query interface into two parts, including the attribute information and the context information about FORM in the HTML page. Formalized representation is shown in formula 0:
QI represents a query interface; Context represents context information of the HTML page where a query interface lies on. Form represents a query form and its attribute information.
Formal Definition of Context Information
Query form contains a certain amount of textual information, and this information is used as tips when people input the attribute value. Although it has a certain inspiration to the classification of Web database, it has less information than HTML page. Therefore, the acquisition and representation of the textual information in the query page have been an important role to guide the classification of the database and construct the attribute values.
To obtain a form's Context , the easiest way is to gather all the textual information in the page as a s QI ' Context . In addition, the relational database is mainly to store a variety of entities, and the description to the entity has a strong correlation, and thinking of the classification to the Web database, therefore, we save all of the textual information outside of HTML tag in order to ensure the integrity of the information page.
Formal Definition of Attribute Information
The web form contains the important attribute information of a query interface, and the formal definition of the query form is not only to afford convenience to achieve the automatic query processing, but also to afford basic data for the integration and classification of the query interface. Given the form information's characteristics of dynamic changes, it needs to make full use of the ontology's relations, constrains and rules in the formal description, in order to fully express the attributes in the dynamic forms and the relationships between them.
The form is the relevant content within the HTML tag <FORM> and </FORM>. Web form contains two parts: text information and form field. The text information is normally used to describe the corresponding controls, which plays a certain role as tips to the function or form field values in the FORM. Although the form field information is not indexed by search engines, its type definition can be a cue for the future query's input, then its value is also an important basis to achieve the automatic query.
First, the basic definition is given below, this definition is on the formalized representation of the query form's attribute information, and then the formal representation of the ontologybased query form will be given.
Classification of the web form field
Web form field is the desired interface, which is for the convenience of the user to submit data through a query form. After the investigation, the input form of the query interface has the following two categories:
Journal
 In the input box, users directly enter a keyword or date, the digital equivalent and so on, such as Text, TextArea, we define the class as a Text;  Users select a value in the drop-down list, such as Select, Checkbox, Radiobutton, we define the class as the Select. At the same time, the data types that the users submit through the web forms in general can be summarized as text, number and date, we describe them with Text, Data and Date.
Based on the above two situations, we define the classification of form fields, such as shown in Table 1 . 
Dynamic Script Categories in Dynamic Forms
In the form, the changes in a single form field will cause changes in the relevant form field, which we define as 'to' change. After induction, there are two main forms, the one is the display or hide of the relevant form field, and the other is the value change of the form fields or the list. On the contrary, in order to cite expediently among the form fields, we also keep trace of the display, hide and the reason of the value changes, we define this as the "from" change, therefore, we give the script category in the dynamic form as shown in Table 2 . Thinking about the convenience of OWL in representing the ontology, during achieving the representation of the dynamic script, we can combine all parameters into one, and each parameter can be interval with predetermined symbols.
Formalized Representation of the Query Form
The query interface as shown in Figure 1 corresponds with the codes of the query form as shown in Figure 2 . There are two parts including FORM tags and some form fields in one query form. The FORM tags are used to give the relevant information about the form; and the form fields are used to afford the input interface to users. According to relevant attributes, we give the formalization of a query form as formula (2) shown.
In the formula (2), the "name" attribute is used to record the name of the current query form; the "target" attribute is used to record the submission target of the current query form; the "fields" attribute is used to record the collection of all the information about the form fields. (2) In the query form, each form field includes names, default value, optional value(s), as well as related events , its formalized representation such as formula (3) The "name" attribute is used to record the name of the current query form; the "description" attribute corresponds to the descriptive text information of the current form fields; the "type" attribute represents the classification of the current form fields. Its value is the classification defined in Table; "defaultValue" attribute represents the default values of the current form values; "Valuelist" is a collection of attributes, which represents the optional value of the current form fields; "toRelations" is also a collection of attributes, which represents the relevant response of the form fields caused by the changes of the current form fields values; "fromRelations" attributes is similar to "toRelations", it represents that the appearance of the current form fields or value change is determined by which form field. "toRelations" and "fromRelations" attributes' values refer to the content in Table 2 .
Representation of the Query Interface based on OWL
OWL is an ontology description language promoted in February 2004, which is based on RDFS, DAML-OUT, OIL and so on. It is summarized by W3C. OWL not only maintains the compatibility to these languages, but also ensures a strong reasoning ability. OWL is divided into OWL DL, OWL Lite and OWL Full three versions. OWL DL will make the reasoning ability and strong expression as the primary objective. OWL DL aimed at the description of the relationship among concept, characteristic and individuals, in order to ensure the strong ability to express the semantics. Therefore, we choose OWL DL to achieve the representation of the query interface.
First of all, the types of form field and the definitions of the optional values are given, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , Figure 5 shows the definition of the two kinds of relationships.
In order to use the function attributes, Figure 6 shows the definition of "toDisplay" function, other functions can refer to this function definition.
Based on the definitions of the properties and functions, we give the form field's expression by OWL, as shown in Figure 7 . <form onsubmit="return checkMainFormValidity()" action="……"> <div class="Hint B">关键字：</div> <div class="NewLineInfo"> <input name="q" id="q" type="text" size="48" value="" accesskey="s" tabindex="1"/> </div> <div class="HackBox"></div> <div class="Hint">类别：</div> <div class="NewLineInfo"> <input type="hidden" name="cat" value="0" /> <input type="hidden" name="path" value="0" /> <select name="c1" onchange="javascript:changeSubCat(this);" style="width:110px" tabindex="2"> </select> <select name="c2" onchange="javascript:changeSubCat(this);" style="width:110px" tabindex="3"> </select> <select name="c3" onchange="javascript:changeSubCat(this);" style="width:110px" tabindex="4"> </select> <select name="c4" onchange="javascript:changeSubCat(this);" style="width:110px" tabindex="5"> </select>
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Auto-extraction method for WDB Query Interface
After we get the expression of OWL-based interface, the following presents an automatic extraction method for query interface to generate a new instance of ontology of the query interface. According to the above statement, we give the appropriate extraction method aiming at the context information, the form information and the relationship information.
As the information in the web page only represents the text information in the current page, if the page URL in known, it is easy to obtain the text content according to HTML protocol; because the form information in the query interface is in <FORM> and </FORM>, and the form fields are not be nested, the extraction of the form field's name, description, defaultValue and valueList is relatively easy. DOM (Document Object Model) is a standard API established by W3C. Through this API, Web application can access and change the data in any HTML, and XML documents. Therefore, we use DOM as an information extraction tools. It is more difficult to extract the type of form fields and the relationships between the form fields, so the following information will give these two extraction methods.
Rule-based Extraction of Form-field's Type
According to the definition in the table 1, the type of form field is definite from the two dimensions, which are the type of form field itself and the type of form field values. Among them, the type of form field itself can be acquired from the type attribute of the form field, while to the type of form field values we have adopted to obtain by the ways of Rule-definition. For example, for e-commerce site, if the form field descriptions (Description properties) contain price, quantity, etc, we define the form field for Data type; and if the description of the information contains the time, the form is defined as a Date type field, and so on.
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="toDisplay"> <rdf:Type rdf:resource="&owl;FunctionalProperty" /> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd:string" /> <rdfs:subClassOf> <owl:restriction> <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#toRelation" /> <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;int"> 0 </owl:minCardinality> </owl:restriction> <owl:restriction> <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#fromRelation" /> <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;int"> 0 </owl:minCardinality> </owl:restriction> </rdfs:subClassOf> </owl:ObjectProperty> <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="toRealtion"/> <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="fromRelation" /> Figure 7 . Definition of the Form Field
Relationship Extraction based on Watir and DOM
By only use of DOM, the relations between the form fields are not easy to obtain, especially in a dynamic form. Only after filling in a form field and refreshing the dynamic page, we can see updated content, so the extraction of the relationships between the form field is difficult.
Usually crawling engines are "protocol-driven" and open a socket connection on the target host or IP address and port. Once a connection is in place the crawler sends HTTP requests and tries to interpret responses. All these responses are parsed and resources are collected for future access. The resource parsing process is crucial and the crawler tries to collect possible sets of resources by fetching links, scripts, flash components and other significant data.
The "protocol-driven" approach does not work when the crawler comes across an Ajax embedded page. This is because all target resources are part of JavaScript code and are embedded in the DOM context. It is important to both understand and trigger this DOM-based activity. In the process, this has lead to another approach called "event-driven" crawling. It has following three key components.
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="field"> <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="name"> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd:string /> </owl:DatatypeProperty> <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="description"> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd:string /> </owl:DatatypeProperty> <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="type"> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="# fieldType " /> </owl:ObjectProperty> <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="defaultValue"> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd:string /> </owl:DatatypeProperty> <toRelation rdf:ID="toRelations" /> <fromRelations rdf:ID="fromRelations"/> <rdfs:subClassOf> <owl:restriction> <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="# form_fields " /> <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;int"> 1 </owl:minCardinality> </owl:restriction> </rdfs:subClassOf> </owl:ObjectProperty>
